BIU NEWS 2012 SEPTEMBER
SWEDISH CHAMPIONSHIP
It must be a good competition for all participants of the event. Success!
Hope you will check the results & photos on the site in the mail below.
Thanks a lot Roger.
Dear Hiro and Libor
Today was held the fourth round of the Swedish Championships. Once
again the weather was against us, nice weather on Friday and Saturday
and massiv rain for most of the competition day. We had some guests
for this one, Scott Wilson and James Sheridan came from the UK and
Aurelien Narses is a French rider who studies in Sweden. It became a
real hard comp because of the slippery surface but the riders smiled
anyway. I attach the results and 686 pictures from today are available at
http://motorfoto.nu/index.php?dir=%2F2012%2F2012-0902++SM+cykel++Kasjon+Partille

thanks to Bengt Carlsson.
Sincerely yours
Roger

News No. 003 dated 03/09/2012
WBC IN JAPAN
Mishima & Hiro had discussion about WBC 2013 in Kyoto and it was
decided to not organize it. The project might be changed in to Asia
Pacific Championship. The date yet to be decided.

News No. 002 dated 03/09/2012
BIU
VIDEO OF 2012 WBC
Dear Giuliano,
01:35 AM here and I just opened Biketrial Italia website find another
great video highlights of 2012 WBC R3 Sonico, Italy from LightBulb
Prod. Very nice.
First I knew them from video of Paolo Patrizi, to Francesco Policante

and Andrea Riva. Glad to know they make the World Biketrial
Championship video. Can't wait the full version :)
Best regards,
Yosnison Maretsa
INDONESIA

SCRATCH FOR ELITE
Dear Màrius Mollà
Please stop any surprising.....etc. I just support Armand MOLLÀ GARCIA to
be Elite 2013. I just want to meet you again next year with full biketrial spirit
as below.
http://www.xbreaker.com/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=2466

What BIU need to do is clean out anything not belong to BIU. I would like to
tell you 1 Euro could buy 3 Coca Cola at present time. And I would like to
ask your advice how about this accommodation for a father and son in WBC
as the picture. And I hope you will support BIU and Biketrial Sports though
you are not delegate of BIU.
Best Regards
Jason
BIU and BikeTrial support forever, Jason!



The accommodation you show me in the picture is perfectly correct, no
doubt!
Best regards!
Màrius Mollà
Dear friends,
Since the elections of SONICO, I read with a very deep interest the diverse
exchanges, in particular those between Hiro and Giuliano. I notice that the
starting up is a little laborious but doubtless it is because of this new
organization...!!! I thus hope, for benefaction in the BikeTrial that you will
quickly find common grounds necessary to assure the sustainability of our
sport. For my part, I remain a spectator attentive to what will be decided.
After the success of our round, I make follow the " BIU NEWS " and I began
a consultation in the direction of french clubs to know their positioning for
2013 face to face of the BIU. If I can again help, this is possible, as far as my
decision to prolong like delegate is not still totally arrested... While waiting
for good luck in all and good work calmly.
Jean-Luc
Dear Marius,
this discussion of this matter is very simple. But we have spend a lot of time

(I think you have only the 20% of communication) about it. This is the
situation:
In Sonico we have vote new BIU council (presidium) and decide to follow the
statute. The article 11 of statute says that promotion of Elite is from
Technical Commission (Fabregas, Kakac, Pcola). Only the Technical
Commission can decide how many rider promote in Elite 2013. Minimum 3,
maximum 8. Today we wait TC. I’ve write a lot of email to Jean Fabregas,
Radim and Stefan to push on this question but … no answer.
I am very disappointed with Jean, Radim and Stefan. But we must wait them.
My opinion (but I am not in Technical Commission):
To be promoted in Elite need 2 things:
1) Be one of the 8 first rider in Scratch.
2) Make request of promotion to BIU (if Rider is not in the 3 first
position).
Without request is not possible promote (Armand have request from Josep).
For me it’s not important the position; need this 2 parameters. Today we
have 2 request to go in Elite: Armand Molla and Zhao Xuan. For me (but my
opinion in this case is not important because I am not in TC) is that this 2
Rider are able to compete in Elite 2013.
Why wait Jean.
Try to push on he.
JF have a problem with English and maybe with computer. However he
email is: casamonty@orange.fr
Have a good day,
Giuliano
Dear Giuliano,
I have spoken on the phone five minutes with Jean, first of all to check that
his e-mail is correct and he is checking it, and, secondly, to ask him to
answer any open question if possible. So, the e-mail is correct:
casamonty@orange.fr and he usually checks it, except recently because he was on
holidays. He will check ASAP any remaining issue (including ranking subject). In case
you need his phone numbers, please, just let me know.

Best regards,
Màrius Mollà
Dear Marius,
thank you very much. We wait answer from Technical Commission.
Best regards,
Giuliano
Dear Giuliano,
Take the time and do not have to hurry to close it for this time. If the riders
from top 4 to top 8 should write their requests to TC to be Elite (I do not
know this rules, where is it written?), at least you should tell it to those
riders trough the delegates before closing the Scratch matter. I think no

body knows about it. See mail I got below.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Hiro
hope You are doing OK. I spoke with our pilot Ansis Dermaks (Junior),
scratch 2012 5th position. He showed high motivation move to Elite for 2013.
Please consider this when decision about riders moved to Elite is made.
Regards,
Kristaps Skudra
prezidents
Triāla klubs Karters

News No. 001 dated 01/09/2012

